
Chapter 11

Netcdf and climate data operators

11.1 NetCDF

NetCDF (Network Common Data Form) is a set of software libraries and self-describing, machine-

independent data formats that support the creation, access, and sharing of array-oriented scientific

data. The project homepage is hosted by the Unidata program at the University Corporation for

Atmospheric Research (UCAR). They are also the chief source of netCDF software, standards

development, updates etc. The format is an open standard.

The software libraries supplied by UCAR provide read-write access to netCDF files, encoding

and decoding the necessary arrays and metadata. The core library is written in C, and provides

an API for C, C++ and Fortran applications. An independent implementation, also developed

and maintained by Unidata, is written in 100% Java, which extends the core data model and adds

additional functionality. Interfaces to netCDF based on the C library are also available in other

languages including R (ncdf and ncvar packages), Perl, Python, Ruby, Matlab, IDL, and Octave.

A wide range of application software has been written which makes use of netCDF files. These

range from command line utilities to graphical visualization packages.

• A commonly used set of Unix command line utilities for netCDF files is the NetCDF Op-

erators (NCO) suite, which provide a range of commands for manipulation and analysis of
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netCDF files including basic record concatenating, slicing and averaging.

• NcBrowse is a generic netCDF file viewer that includes Java graphics, animations and 3D

visualizations for a wide range of netCDF file conventions.

• ncview is a visual browser for netCDF format files. Typically you would use ncview to get

a quick and easy, push-button look at your netCDF files. You can view simple movies of

the data, view along various dimensions, take a look at the actual data values, change color

maps, invert the data, etc.

• Panoply is a netCDF file viewer developed at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies

which focuses on presentation of geo-gridded data. It is written in Java and thus platform

independent. Although its feature set overlaps with ncBrowse and ncview, Panoply is dis-

tinguished by offering a wide variety of map projections and ability to work with different

scale color tables.

• The NCAR Command Language is used to analyze and visualize data in netCDF files

(among other formats).

• PyNIO is a Python programming language module that allows read and/or write access to a

variety of data formats, including netCDF.

• Ferret is an interactive computer visualization and analysis environment designed to meet

the needs of oceanographers and meteorologists analyzing large and complex gridded data

sets. Ferret offers a Mathematica-like approach to analysis; new variables may be defined

interactively as mathematical expressions involving data set variables. Calculations may be

applied over arbitrarily shaped regions. Fully documented graphics are produced with a

single command.

• nCDF-Browser is a visual nCDF browser, written in the IDL programming language. Vari-

ables, attributes, and dimensions can be immediately downloaded to the IDL command line
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for further processing. All the Coyote Library files necessary to run nCDF-Browser are

available in the zip file.

• ArcGIS version 9.2 supports netCDF files. The Multidimension Tools toolbox can be used to

create raster layers, feature layers, and table views from netCDF data in ArcMap, or convert

feature, raster, and table data to netCDF.

• Origin 8 imports netCDF files as matrix books where each book can hold a 4D array. Users

can select a subset of the imported data to make surface, controur or image plots.

• The Geospatial Data Abstraction Library provides support for read and write access to

netCDF data.

Exercise netcdf

In this exercise we will learn to know various helpful tools and techniques that are used in the

analysis and processing of climate data. First, we will learn to know the NetCDF file format in

a few short practical demonstrations. Second, some data analysis will be performed on available

gridded climate data. In a third step we will transfer our knowledge to shell-programming, in that

we combine a number of common command-line tools in order to solve a simple scientific problem.

To this end, a Linux-shell, in combination with common shell-programs, is necessary. Since not

every attendee of this course has such a computing environment available, the shell-program will

be demonstrated by the tutor.

Topics that this exercise considers are:

• Network Common Data Form (NetCDF): general information on the topic and how to use

NetCDF files

• Climate Data Operators (CDO): several examples of data reduction, analysis and transfor-

mation of NetCDF files, including operator piping
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• Bourne-again shell (Bash): definition of variables, if-then-else construct, checking for the

existence of a specific file, for-counter-loops, integer-arithmetic, pipes, initializing of shell

variables with program output, generation of strings via variable concatenation; these programming-

methods are illustrated at the example of a simple scientific model of sea-level rise

• Stream EDitor (SED): removing spaces from a string

• basic calculator (bc): simple floating-point arithmetic

In the following some information regarding tools and methods of this exercise is collected in

the form of a very general overview. This information collection is intended as a supplement to

the lecture. Few further information sources are listed in the subsection “Further Reading”. This

list is obviously far from being complete, there is a vast amount of freely-accessible information

available on-line.

A very precise definition on the characteristic and purpose of NetCDF is given in the NetCDF

FAQ, “What is netCDF?” (for a link, see section “Further Reading”):

“NetCDF (network Common Data Form) is a set of interfaces for array-oriented

data access and a freely distributed collection of data access libraries for C, Fortran,

C++, Java, and other languages. The netCDF libraries support a machine-independent

format for representing scientific data. Together, the interfaces, libraries, and format

support the creation, access, and sharing of scientific data.”

NetCDF is a data-container that has been established as a widely used file-standard in science

and engineering. It has been developed for storing array-oriented values in compact and inter-

changeable files. The most important characteristics of NetCDF files can as well be found in the

NetCDF FAQ, “What is netCDF?”. An excerpt, that highlights the advantages of NetCDF with

respect to this exercise, is listed here:

• Self-Describing. A NetCDF file includes a description of the data that it contains.
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• Portable. A NetCDF file can be accessed by computers that apply different formats of storing

integers, characters, and floating-point numbers.

• Scalable. A small subset of a large dataset may be accessed efficiently.

• Appendable. Data may be appended to a properly structured NetCDF file without copying

the dataset or redefining its structure.

These characteristics make NetCDF a perfect choice for storing any kind of array-oriented data.

The data form that we will work with in this exercise is as well array-oriented - therefore, we will

use NetCDF as data container for both input and output of computations.

Since NetCDF is a binary format (in contrast to ASCII-text, which can be examined and edited

by means of any common text editor), reading, writing and changing of NetCDF files necessitates

the use of dedicated software. Fortunately, such software is freely available and can easily be

installed on any UNIX system. The following tools are of particular importance:

• ncview (lightweight but mighty explorer for NetCDF files)

• ncbrowse (a Java-based alternative to ncview for Windows)

• Panoply (a flexible Java-based generator of geographic maps of NetCDF data)

• ncdump (tool for “dumping” the contents of a NetCDF file to human-readable ASCII-text;

the complete description and structure of the NetCDF file is preserved)

• ncgen (complementary to ncdump, generates a binary NetCDF file from a NetCDF ASCII-

dump)

• ncks (mighty toolbox for modification of NetCDF files)

• cdo (mighty toolbox for analysis and modification of NetCDF files, strong focus on clima-

tological data)
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11.2 The Bash, a popular UNIX-Shell

Shells with their scripting ability are probably the most powerful tool of UNIX-systems, which

make UNIX-computers the choice for tackling complex scientific problems that involve the anal-

ysis and processing of large amounts of data. Particularly the bash-shell is a famous tool for sci-

entists and commonly used during the daily work routine. Yet, giving a comprehensive overview

on the use and ability of the bash clearly exceeds the scope of this course. Please refer to a bash-

scripting guide referenced below if you would like to gain further insights into the topic and gain

abilities in shell-scripting - and note: “... the only way to really learn scripting is to write scripts”

(Advanced Bash-Scripting Guide).

Further Reading

The following resources provide an introduction to tools and methods considered in this exercise:

• NetCDF: The NetCDF FAQ

(www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/docs/faq.html)

The NetCDF Fact Sheet

(http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/publications/factsheets/current/netcdf_

factsheet.pdf)

• CDO: The CDO User’s Guide

(https://code.zmaw.de/projects/cdo/embedded/1.6.3/cdo.html)

The CDO Reference Card

(http://www.iac.ethz.ch/edu/courses/master/modules/radiation_and_

climate_change/download/cdo_refcard.pdf)

• Bash: Bash Guide for Beginners

(http://www.tldp.org/LDP/Bash-Beginners-Guide/html/)

Advanced Bash-Scripting Guide

(http://www.tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/)

www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/docs/faq.html
http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/publications/factsheets/current/netcdf_factsheet.pdf
http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/publications/factsheets/current/netcdf_factsheet.pdf
https://code.zmaw.de/projects/cdo/embedded/1.6.3/cdo.html
http://www.iac.ethz.ch/edu/courses/master/modules/radiation_and_climate_change/download/cdo_refcard.pdf
http://www.iac.ethz.ch/edu/courses/master/modules/radiation_and_climate_change/download/cdo_refcard.pdf
http://www.tldp.org/LDP/Bash-Beginners-Guide/html/
http://www.tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/
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Practical exercises for UNIX, cdo, netcdf

For those of you who consider to work in a scientific field with a strong focus on programming

or the analysis of large amounts of data: Consider to gain experience with a UNIX-environment,

e.g. Ubuntu. In many scientific fields, definitely in climate sciences, UNIX-like operating-systems

are the computing environments of choice. Many tools that are necessary for efficiently working

in such scientific fields are not natively available on Windows-systems; even if ports are available,

they may still suffer from limitations or incompatibilities. It definitely makes sense for you to

setup an own partition on your laptop with a Linux-system, and to learn how to use and program

the available software tools. For every free UNIX-environment (e.g. Ubuntu) and the included

software tools, a vast amount of detailed, yet free, documentation, addressing both novices and

experts, can be found on-line.

Visualizing the content of a NetCDF file

Among the provided data files you find a gridded global distribution of sea-ice concentration (vari-

able seaice) and surface temperature (variable tsurf) retrieved from a simulation with a compre-

hensive climate model (file INIOM_PD_3901-4000_tsurf_seaice.nc). NetCDF is a binary data

format that cannot be directly visualized with a simple text editor, special software exists for this

purpose. Windows-users please use the program ncbrowse, linux-users may alternatively use the

native Linux-tool ncview.

Please open the NetCDF file and visually inspect the content of variable tsurf. Try to generate

an animation of the time evolution of tsurf and answer the following questions:

• What obvious time-dependent pattern is visible?

• How can this pattern be explained, considering that you see the time evolution of a global

climatological field?
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Creating a PDF that visualizes a regional selection of the content of a NetCDF file

Now please visualize a global distribution of seaice also found in the provided NetCDF file INIOM_PD_3901-

4000_tsurf_seaice.nc. The software to be used for this task is panoply. Create two plots of Arctic

sea-ice distribution, from 45�N to the North Pole, for March and September of model year 3911,

18:00:00. Apply a meaningful colorbar and export the figure to PDF. Answer the following ques-

tions:

• Where do you identify the southernmost extent of sea-ice in boreal winter?

• Where is the sea-ice retreat in summer, by visual inspection, most prominent?

Hint: You can create a map centered on the North Pole by applying a stereographic projection.

Identifying the spatial resolution and physical unit of a NetCDF data set

By use of the tool ncdump it is possible to generate a human-readable description of a NetCDF

file, that may also include the full data record. Sometimes you are only interested in the header

information, and do not want the data record to be extracted (extracting the data record to ASCII

can lead to HUGE dumps). If you have ncdump available, extract only the NetCDF data header

of file INIOM_PD_3901-4000_tsurf_seaice.nc. This can be done in a Linux shell-terminal via

entering the following command:
ncdump -h INIOM_PD_3901-4000_tsurf_seaice.nc > headerdump.nc

# the parameter ’-h’ forces ncdump to omit the extensive data record

# the character ’>’ is an output-redirection command, that makes

# the output produced by ncdump is written to a file (headerdump.nc)

Open the resulting file, or alternatively the file INIOM_PD_39010131_tsurf_seaice.nc.dump

that has been provided to you, in an arbitrary text-viewer or -editor, analyze the file content, and

answer the following questions:

• What is the horizontal data resolution in units of degrees? Hint: Calculate the meridional

(latitudinal) and zonal (longitudinal) resolution of the data set from the number of longi-
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tudes and latitudes. Assume that grid cells are equally spaced, and the data set has a global

coverage.

• What is the physical unit of variable tsurf?

• If you analyze the header dump of the file INIOM_PD_3901-4000_tsurf_seaice.nc: What is

the time resolution of the data? Assume that the complete data set covers a time span of 100

calendar years.

11.3 Reducing data sets with climate data operators

While NetCDF defines a file format (and supporting programs and routines) that can store clima-

tological data in a practical way, the CDO are a collection of operators that allow analysis and

modification of gridded binary climatological data. In climate sciences, the CDO have become a

very common software tool due to the vast number of available operators and their flexibility:

• more than 400 designated operators are available

• operator-piping allows the application of complex methods on climatological data in a com-

pact way

• the CDO are command-line programs; in combination with shell-scripts they can be auto-

mated, and enhanced complexity of data processing and analysis may be achieved

CDO operator piping in combination with shell-programming can be demonstrated shortly in

the following very short bash-script, where two input files are interpolated to a common resolution,

the resulting fields are added, and the sum is time-averaged, the result being stored in a new file.

Shell-programming allows for the diagnostic output of additional information to the screen, here

the spatial-average of the field resulting from the CDO-operator-chain. You may find this code in

file fldmean.sh that is among the distributed files.
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#!/bin/bash

#select level 6, interpolate to 1x1 degree, convert from deg C to K

cdo timmean -addc,273.15 -remapcon,r360x180 -sellevel,6 input.nc output.nc

#note: the rightmost command ist executed first

#compute global mean

spat_avg=$(cdo output -fldmean output.nc)

#print result to screen

echo

echo

echo "average of global ocean surface temperature is ${spat_avg} K."

#clean up

rm output.nc

In the following tasks we will process NetCDF files using the CDO. In order to fulfill these

tasks, you may refer to the documentation that is available online (https://code.zmaw.de/

projects/cdo/embedded/index.html). For convenience, some useful CDO commands

are summarized in the following listing. You may find this code in file cdo_examples.txt that is

among the distributed files.
#extract a variable named "varname" from file input.nc

cdo selvar,varname input.nc output.nc

#extract the first month of all years in file input.nc

cdo selmon,1 input.nc output.nc

#calculate a time average over a time series input.nc

cdo timmean input.nc output.nc

#generate a seasonal mean from input.nc

cdo seasmean input.nc output.nc

#generate a year mean from input.nc

cdo yearmean input.nc output.nc

#calculate an average annual cycle from file input.nc

cdo ymonmean input.nc output.nc

#select a region from input.nc, longitude "a" to "b", latitude "c" to "d"

cdo sellonlatbox,a,b,c,d input.nc output.nc

#calculate a spatial average of field input.nc

cdo fldmean input.nc output.nc

https://code.zmaw.de/projects/cdo/embedded/index.html
https://code.zmaw.de/projects/cdo/embedded/index.html
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#write the output of a CDO operator "a" to the screen (omits file output.nc)

cdo output -a input.nc

#calculate the difference between two NetCDF files input1.nc and input2.nc

cdo sub input1.nc input2.nc output.nc

#multiply two fields input1.nc and input2.nc

cdo mul input1.nc input2.nc output.nc

#add a constant "a" to field input.nc

cdo addc,a input.nc output.nc

#select only regions of input2.nc, for which mask input1.nc is true (i.e. 1)

#represents an if-then programming construct

cdo ifthen input1.nc input2.nc output.nc

#use input2.nc, where mask input1.nc is true - otherwise use input3.nc

#represents an if-then-else programming construct

cdo ifthenelse input1.nc input2.nc input3.nc output.nc

#reduce a data range (a,b) in input.nc to the constant value "c"

cdo setrtoc,a,b,c input.nc output.nc

#replace a data range (a,b) in input.nc by the missing value ("NaN")

cdo setrtomiss,a,b input.nc output.nc

#calculate the trend of a time series in input.nc;

#the trend is defined by offset "a" and slope "b" of the regression line;

#"a" is stored in a.nc, "b" is stored in b.nc

cdo trend input.nc a.nc b.nc

#calculate the horizontal area covered by each grid cell of input.nc

cdo gridarea input.nc output.nc

Reducing NetCDF data sets

The file INIOM_PD_3901-4000_tsurf_seaice.nc contains two time series of climatological fields.

Reduce the NetCDF file by performing the following tasks using the CDO:

• Task 1: Split the data set in two separate data sets, one for variable tsurf, one for variable

seaice.

• Task 2: Calculate a time average over the full time period available in each of the separate

data sets created in Task 1.
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• Task 3: For each of the data sets created in Task 1 calculate an average annual cycle that is

representative for the full time period of the time series.

Hint: In order to create an average annual cycle (multi-year monthly mean), you have to gen-

erate a new data set that contains twelve months. The data stored in each time step (month)

n of this new data set o must represent the average over all corresponding months contained

in the full time series of the initial data set i, i.e. (see CDO documentation):

o (n, x) = mean (i (t, x) ,month(i(t)) == n) ; n 2 (1, 12)

• Task 4: Calculate a seasonal mean from the average annual cycle of both variables retrieved

in Task 3.

• Task 5: Select only the Northern Hemisphere of the time average retrieved in Task 2.

• Task 6: Calculate the global average temperature from the data set retrieved in Task 2.

• Task 7: Repeat Task 4 using CDO-pipes, i.e. pipe the output of the CDO operator that

calculates the average annual cycle of a data set created in Task 3 into the operator for the

seasonal mean. Is there any difference between the file generated in this task with respect to

the result retrieved in Task 4?

In the following we will further analyze and transform files that were generated during previous

tasks.

• Task 8: Transfer the time-average temperature field, retrieved in Task 2 above, to units of
�C. What is the average temperature in �C over the Northern Hemisphere?

• Task 9: Calculate global average monthly temperatures for the average annual cycle retrieved

in Task 3.
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• Task 10: What is the global- and time-averaged temperature over land and ocean? As input

you may use the file generated in Task 2. You need to supply to CDO a mask that defines

distributions of land and ocean; use variable SLM of file T31GR30_jan_surf.nc.

• Task 11: What is the global average trend in the temperature time series created in Task 1?

• Task 12: Calculate the monthly average sea-ice cover in units of km2 in the Northern Hemi-

sphere. Use the average annual cycle of the sea-ice field generated in Task 3.

11.3.1 A simple model of sea level rise

In this task we will learn how shell-programming can help in solving scientific problems. We will,

based on simple assumptions, write a shell-script that generates a NetCDF data set of a rising sea

level, attributed to a loss of land ice, and produces a data set that illustrates the resulting continental

flooding. This shell-script can be considered as a very simplified model of continental flooding due

to sea-level rise. The only necessary input for this model is a global data set of surface elevation.

The world’s water is unevenly distributed among four major climate subsystems and three

different states of matter. Respective climate subsystems are the atmosphere (water vapor and

droplets, ice crystals), the ocean (liquid water and frozen, solid water), and the land surface (liq-

uid and solid water). The subsystem of the Earth composed of frozen water is commonly re-

ferred to as the Cryosphere. It includes permafrost, lake and river ice, sea ice, snow, glaciers,

ice caps and ice sheets. Within the Cryosphere, ice sheets are the largest storage of frozen wa-

ter. At present, there are two major ice-sheets, the Greenland Ice-Sheet (GIS) and the Antarctic

Ice-Sheet (AIS), containing water volumes of 7.3 m and 56.6 m sea level equivalent, respec-

tively (see Table 4.1 of the contribution of Working Group 1 to the Fourth Assessment Report by

the IPCC, page 342 of http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg1/

ar4-wg1-chapter4.pdf). This means that, assumed both the GIS and the AIS melted com-

pletely, the global average sea level would rise by 63.9 m, leading to a flooding of large parts of

coastal regions, where 44% of humankind live.

http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg1/ar4-wg1-chapter4.pdf
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg1/ar4-wg1-chapter4.pdf
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The relative volume distribution of water between the different physical states of matter (solid,

liquid, evaporated) depends on the average surface temperature of the Earth. There have been geo-

logic time scales that were much warmer than present, where virtually no ice sheets were available

(see e.g. Fig. 2 of Zachos et al., 2001, http://science.sciencemag.org/content/

292/5517/686.full). Anthropogenic emissions of, particularly, carbon dioxide, are expected

to increase the average surface temperature on Earth via a modification of the global radiative en-

ergy balance, since carbon dioxide in the atmosphere contributes to the so-called greenhouse ef-

fect (see the publication by Arrhenius, 1896, available at http://www.rsc.org/images/

Arrhenius1896_tcm18-173546.pdf). Due to global warming, the volume of water stored

in ice sheets will become smaller, and ultimately increase the volume of the global oceans, thus

causing sea level to rise.

Outline of the exercise Here, we develop a simple model of sea level rise which illustrates

regions of the earth that are flooded if the GIS and AIS melt. Our work employs command line

tools that are freely available and should be present on the computer of any scientist that performs

numerical modelling or substantial scientific data processing. If you run a linux system, these tools

should either already be available, or should be installted with a minimum amount of work.

As it is the case for any scientific model, which is per definition only an idealization of a natural

system, our methodology is based on several simplifications. First of all, it is assumed that the melt

process of available ice sheets is linear and occurs over a time period of 1000 y. Furthermore, we

do not apply a physical flow model that simulates water inflow from the coast, since such a model

can hardly be designed and formulated within the framework of this exercise. Instead, we will

calculate water height over land via subtracting the rising sea level from the global elevation field.

Negative values indicate the presence of water over land.

Our work depends on the availability of a gridded land elevation data set and a land-sea-mask

that separates the land surface into regions that belong to land and ocean. These data sets are also

the only input files that are necessary for our analysis. The files are taken from a set of boundary

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/292/5517/686.full
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/292/5517/686.full
http://www.rsc.org/images/Arrhenius1896_tcm18-173546.pdf
http://www.rsc.org/images/Arrhenius1896_tcm18-173546.pdf
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conditions for numerical models of the circulation of the atmosphere. These have been derived

from global elevation data sets, that are commonly generated using modern satellite-based radar

interferometry, e.g. by the satellite system ICESat (icesat.gsfc.nasa.gov/icesat/).

For use in climate modelling, this data has been interpolated to the resolution of the climate model.

The orography in a climate model itself is therefore also a model - a model of the land surface

elevation, whose accuracy depends on the quality of the measurement and on the grid resolution

to which it is interpolated to. Higher resolution of the model grid means better agreement of the

gridded orography with the original high-resolution orography data set. The data set used here

originates from the boundary conditions of the Atmosphere General Circulation Model ECHAM5

at T63-resolution, which corresponds to a horizontal resolution of 1.9� by 1.9�. Close to the

equator, this corresponds to roughly 200 km by 200 km per grid cell.

#!/bin/bash

#some definitions that control the script

n_time_steps=1000 #number of time steps over which sea level rises

time_unit=’1year’ #resolution of the time axis

time_reference=’2000-01-01,00:00:00’ #reference time (first date)

sl_start=0 #sea level ramp starts with elevation of 0 m

sl_end=75 #sea level ramp ends with elevation of 75 m

#definition of input files

orography_file=’data/orography.nc’

lsm_file=’data/land_sea_mask.nc’

#definition of output files

sea_level_output_file="sea_level_time_series.nc"

flooding_file=’flooding_due_to_ice_melt.nc’

#clean up from (potential) previous runs of this script

if [ -e ${sea_level_output_file} ]

then

rm ${sea_level_output_file}

fi

if [ -e ${flooding_file} ]

then

rm ${flooding_file}

fi

#find minimum and maximum values of orography (necessary for file processing)

min_val=$(cdo output -fldmin ${orography_file} | sed ’s/ //g’)

max_val=$(cdo output -fldmax ${orography_file} | sed ’s/ //g’)

icesat.gsfc.nasa.gov/icesat/
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#subtract / add small value from / to min_val and max_val

#in order to increase the data range

#(cdo setrtomiss, used below, does not include limits of the

#processed data range, but we need to include these)

min_val=$(echo "scale=3; ${min_val}-1" | bc)

max_val=$(echo "scale=3; ${max_val}-1" | bc)

#generate a NetCDF file that contains n_time_steps, all values NaN;

#this file will be used to generate a time-dependent sea level data set;

#our approach, taking an existing NetCDF file and modifying it, saves

#lots of tedious work in setting up a new NetCDF file from scratch,

#which involves definition of dimensions, variables, and the definition of

#links between these

for ((i=0; i<${n_time_steps}; i+=1))

do

#generate n_time_steps copies of orography,

#add a time axis, and replace all values by NaN

echo "creating file timestep_${i}.nc ..."

cdo setrtomiss,${min_val},${max_val} \

-settaxis,${time_reference},${time_unit} \

${orography_file} timestep_${i}.nc 2>/dev/null

done

#merge the above generated files to one NetCDF file

cdo mergetime timestep_?.nc timestep_??.nc timestep_???.nc timeseries.nc

#set a proper time axis for the whole time series

cdo settaxis,${time_reference},${time_unit} timeseries.nc timeseries_timeaxis.nc

#clean up temporary files

rm timestep_*.nc timeseries.nc

#run a loop that generates a linear sea level ramp, starting a sea_level_start

#and ending at sea_level_end

c_sl=${sl_start}

for ((i=0; i<${n_time_steps}; i+=1))

do

#redefine current_sea_level c_sl depending on the value of i

c_sl=$(echo "scale=3; ${sl_start}+${sl_end}*${i}/(${n_time_steps}-1)" | bc)

#generate a three digit string of i containing a leading zero (for file names)

if [ ${i} -le 9 ]

then

counter_str="00${i}"

else

if [ ${i} -le 99 ]

then

counter_str="0${i}"

else

counter_str="${i}"

fi
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fi

#generate from each time step of timeseries_timeaxis.nc a NetCDF file that

#contains a global field corresponding to the respective sea level at that time

echo "creating file sea_level_time_series_${counter_str}.nc ..."

cdo setmisstoc,${c_sl} \

-setrtomiss,${min_val},${max_val} \

-seltimestep,$((i+1)) \

timeseries_timeaxis.nc sea_level_time_series_${counter_str}.nc 2>/dev/null

done

#merge the single time steps of the sea level time series into one file

cdo mergetime sea_level_time_series_???.nc ${sea_level_output_file}

#clean up temporary files

rm sea_level_time_series_???.nc timeseries_timeaxis.nc

#subtract sea level from elevation in order to calculate water height over land

#negative values will depict water

cdo sub ${orography_file} ${sea_level_output_file} tmp.nc

#remove the elevation and sea level from the data set so that all values in file

#flooding_file depict the water level caused by flooding

cdo mulc,-1 \

-mul ${lsm_file} \

-setmisstoc,0 \

-setrtomiss,0,${max_val} \

tmp.nc ${flooding_file}

#clean up

rm tmp.nc

Exercise 73 – Shell and netcdf

Modify the above source code with the purpose of simulating the flooding that results from

1010 years of sea-level rise due to ocean warming. To this end you need to:

1. Make a literature research with the purpose of finding an estimate of rates r of current or

near-future annual sea-level rise due to ocean warming; commonly such estimates are in the

order of a few millimeters per year. Convert your choice of r to units of m/y

2. Modify the above given shell-script so that it creates a 1010 y linear ramp that contains

the time-dependent global sea level SSH , starting with zero and ending with the value

SSHend = r · 1010 y.

Run both the unmodified version of the model, simulating sea-level rise due to land-ice melt,
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and the modified version of the model, simulating sea-level rise due to ocean warming.

Note: in order to execute a bash script “script.sh”, open a Linux shell-session, navigate to the

folder where the script is located, and execute the command “./script.sh”. You might have to

activate executable rights for this script by executing “chmod u+x script.sh” in advance.

Analyze and discuss your results:

1. Make a time-dependent analysis of the flooding that is predicted by this simple model of sea

level rise; you could, for example, generate plots of the flooding over land for two or three

interesting time steps that you select from the 1010 y time series.

2. Make a similar analysis for the sea level rise that is simulated by the unchanged original

shell-script, which considers melting of land-ice.

3. Compare the results of both analyses and discuss differences. Where are regions located,

where people should not live anymore in the future?

4. Make a critical analysis of the flooding simulated by this very simple model.

For the last point, these are questions that you might consider:

1. What are weak points of the simulation? Consider in your discussion the term “volume

conservation”, the stationarity of the applied sea level rise, and the spatial resolution of the

orographic data. How would you expect the simulated flooding to look like if the spatial

resolution of orography was higher?

2. The model, in its current version, has at least one dramatic flaw. Where is the simulated

flooding, that should only be attributed to water inflow from the ocean, obviously wrong?

What is the reason for the erroneous result?

3. Could you imagine what additional physical processes a corrected version of the model

would need to contain in order to avoid the identified problem? Give a short description of

your ideas, maybe illustrate them with some sketches.

Exercise 74 – Evaluate possible zones of wine production and climatic conditions

For wine production there exists some empirical laws:
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Northern Hemisphere: degree of latitude 40 – 50

Southern Hemisphere: degree of latitude 30 – 40

The climatic demands are:

1. Vegetation period 180 – 250 days (days with daily mean > 5 �C)

2. Mean temperature 9 �C– 21 �C

3. White wines optimal annual mean temperature 9.5–11.5 �C

4. Red Wines optimal annual mean temperature 10.5–13 �C

5. Sunshine hours per year: 1500–2000 h

6. Precipitation 480 mm–700 mm

Task: Please calculate the possible zones of red wine production using 4 and 6 using tempera-

ture and precipitation constraints. The resulting figure should be similar to Fig. 11.1. Here are the

links for getting the CRU surface temperature:

http://climexp.knmi.nl//CRUData/cru_ts3.23.1901.2014.tmp.dat_1.nc

and precipitation data:

http://climexp.knmi.nl//CRUData/cru_ts3.23.1901.2014.pre.dat_1.nc

Choose two different reference periods: 1901-1920 and 1991-2010

Calculate furthermore the zones for future scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8) for the years 2081-

2100. Data are accessible here:

http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/data_getting_started.html.

For this, choose one particular model and compare the zones with a reference period using the

same model (e.g., 1960-1980). Some people could speculate that the alcohol belts (Fig. 11.2) may

be shifting under global warming. Can this be substantiated by your results?

Hint: use the cdo commands from the lecture!

http://climexp.knmi.nl//CRUData/cru_ts3.23.1901.2014.tmp.dat_1.nc
http://climexp.knmi.nl//CRUData/cru_ts3.23.1901.2014.pre.dat_1.nc
http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/data_getting_started.html
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Figure 11.1: Zones of todays wine production.

Figure 11.2: Alcohol belts in Europe.
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